We reformulate the matrix models of minimal superstrings as loop gas models on random surfaces. In the continuum limit, this leads to the identification of minimal superstrings with certain bosonic string theories, to all orders in the genus expansion. RR vertex operators arise as operators in a Z 2 twisted sector of the matter CFT. We show how the loop gas model implements the sum over spin structures expected from the continuum RNS formulation. Open string boundary conditions are also more transparent in this language.
Introduction
String theories in low dimensions have recently come back into focus as simplified but still very instructive laboratories for string physics. The bosonic theories were originally solved through the double-scaling (=continuum) limit of hermitian matrix models, which implement a discretization of the bosonic worldsheet [1] - [6] The modern understanding of D-branes, open/closed duality, and tachyon condensation, together with crucial technical advances in Liouville CFT [7] - [14] , have inspired a reinterpretation of the double-scaled matrix model as the "open string field theory on an infinite number of decayed localized D-branes" [15, 16] .
In turn, this insight has led to the identification of the matrix models corresponding to noncritical superstring theories (ĉ = 1 Type 0B in [17, 18] ,ĉ = 1 Type 0A in [18] andĉ < 1 0A and 0B in [19] ), and to a renewed interest in the subject (e.g. [20] - [48] ).
The Type 0B cases are solved by unitary matrix models [49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54] (equivalently hermitian models with a double-cut ansatz), while the Type 0A cases are solved by complex matrix models [55, 56] . This is surprising, as these matrix models are close cousins of the hermitian models that yield the bosonic string, and it is not at all clear in which sense (if any) unitary and complex models are providing a discretization of superRiemann surfaces. This is not just a conceptual puzzle. These matrix models provide exact answers even in the presence of RR fluxes, while worldsheet CFT techniques would seem as problematic as in the usual critical string case. Connecting the matrix models with the continuum worldsheet formulation we can hope to learn something about the worldsheet realization of RR backgrounds.
In this paper we make some progress in this direction. We focus on the (2, 4k) sequence of minimal superstrings, which are obtained by coupling (2, 4k ) superminimal models to superLiouville theory and are related to one-matrix models [19] -but we expect our approach to generalize to all minimal superstrings. The main technical novelty is to reformulate these matrix models in terms of a gas of self-avoiding fermionic loops on a random surface [57] . The random surface is the discretization of a bosonic worldsheet, with the loop gas as additional matter degrees of freedom. This implies that minimal superstrings are perturbatively equivalent to certain bosonic string theories, to each order in the genus expansion. The loop gas formulation allows to read off quite directly the matter CFT of these bosonic string theories. For example, in the simplest case of the (2, 4) model (pure supergravity, orĉ = 0) the matter theory is the free c M = −2 CFT of two Grassmann odd scalars Θ + (z,z) and Θ − (z,z).
A general feature is that NSNS vertex operators map to vertex operators in the bosonic string with "integer" Liouville dressing; while RR vertex operators have "half-integer" Liouville dressings, their matter part belongs to a Z 2 twisted sector of the matter CFT and they introduce cuts in the bosonic worldsheet, in analogy with the continuum RNS formulation. On higher genus surfaces, the loop gas model correctly implements the sum over spin structures, again as expected from the RNS formulation. Thus, while we are formulating minimal superstrings (in the genus expansion) as certain bosonic string models, we seem to have got one step closer to the fermionic RNS formulation. It is an intriguing open question whether one can complete this program and recover our loop gas models from the point of view of discretizing surfaces with a metric and a gravitino.
Open strings boundary conditions seem also more transparent in this framework. We find indications that the loop gas language accommodates naturally both "electric" and "magnetic" branes (η = ±1 in the notations of [32] ), while only the η = −1 branes are transparent in the one-matrix model [19, 32] . We find that the η = −1 branes are related to Dirichlet boundary conditions for the fermionic matter degrees of freedom Θ α arising from the loop gas; they correspond to the standard resolvant of the matrix model. We propose that the η = +1 branes are related instead to Neumann boundary conditions for the Θ α fields, and correspond to a novel type of resolvant in the matrix model.
For the closed string sector of the 0A models, our claims reduce to well-established results [19, 58, 29, 45] . 0A minimal superstrings with positive cosmological constant have no local RR vertex operators in the closed string sector [19] . The (2, 4k) 0A theory is perturbatively the same as the minimal (2, 2k − 1) bosonic string [19, 29, 45] . The 0B models are obtained by taking a Z 2 orbifold of the 0A models (and vice-versa), where the Z 2 acts as −1 (+1) on all RR (NSNS) vertex operators. Thus one may a priori expect the (2, 4k) 0B model to be described perturbatively by a Z 2 orbifold of the minimal (2, 2k − 1) bosonic string. The loop gas formulation makes this relation transparent, clarifying how exactly the orbifold works both in the matrix model and in the continuum worldsheet formulations.
The detailed organization of the paper can be gleaned from the table of contents. Sections 2, 3 and 4 deal with the closed string sector. Section 2 introduces the basic setup. Loop gas models for 0A (0B) theories are deduced by gauge-fixing complex (two-cut hermitian) matrix models; the 0B version is related to 0A version by a Z 2 orbifold that introduces a bicoloring of the random surface. Section 3 deals in detail with theĉ = 0 case, where an interesting matrix model with Parisi-Sourlas supersymmetry [59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65] plays an important role. Section 4 treats the continuum worldsheet formulation of minimal superstrings as bosonic strings. Section 5 focusses on D-branes, both in the discretized and in the continuum formalisms. Section 6 contains some concluding remarks. An appendix reviews properties of the c M = −2 "symplectic fermions" CFT [66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73] , and details some of its uses in connection with minimal superstrings.
The superstring from the loop gas
We begin in this section by considering the Type 0B (2, 4k) theories. We take the cosmological constant µ to be positive since our goal is to make contact with the continuum worldsheet formulation, and large positive µ is the usual perturbative regime. 1 These theories are solved by hermitian matrix models with a double-cut ansatz [19] .
Recall that hermitian one-matrix model is defined by computing correlators with the measure dM e
where M is an N × N hermitian matrix. The model is solvable by reducing the matrix integral to an N -dimensional integral over the eigenvalues, which can then be evaluated using orthogonal polynomials theory (for a review see e.g. [74] ). All correlators of basic U (N ) invariant observables, e.g. T rM k and det(x − M ), can be exactly evaluated this way. Alternatively, one can set up a perturbative expansion around a semiclassical vacuum. To expand around a one-cut vacuum (all eigenvalues in one potential well) it is convenient to shift M so that the bottom of the well is at M = 0, V ′ (M = 0) = 0. Treating cubic and higher terms of the potential as perturbations gives the usual expansion in ribbon Feynman diagrams, which can be organized according to their genus. Viewing these diagrams as discretized Riemann surfaces with a metric leads to the connection with minimal bosonic strings.
Recently, the two-cut vacua of the hermitian one-matrix model for the left-right symmetric potential V (M ) = V (−M ) have been connected with Type 0B minimal superstrings with µ > 0 [19] . The Z 2 symmetry of the potential can be explained from the viewpoint of the open string field theory in the superstring. At present there is no connection between this matrix model and the viewpoint of discretizing superRiemann surfaces with a metric and a gravitino.
Gauge fixing and the two-color loop gas
To understand what kind of worldsheets this matrix model is discretizing, we now set-up a perturbative Feynman diagram expansion around the two-cut vacuum. It is natural to partially gauge-fix the action making M block-diagonal, M = diag(M L , M R ), and then expand independently in terms of M L and M R around the two different critical points.
The measure factor for the change of variables from M to M L and M R is standard (see e.g. [75, 76] .) The Jacobian determinant is the determinant of the linear action
where σ is a block off-diagonal matrix. Hence
where Σ parametrizes
It is useful to rewrite this determinant as an integral over ghost variables, two Grassmann-odd
where
Assume now that V (M ) is symmetric under M → −M and has a minimum at M = a and 6) so that the two critical points correspond to Φ L = 0 and Φ R = 0. With this shift the ghosts acquire a kinetic term,
In analyzing this matrix model, we should remember that we are interested only in observables which are gauge-invariant with respect to the full U (N ) symmetry of the original one-matrix model (2.1), for example
If we add these operators to the action, we change the L and R potentials in a correlated way, corresponding to an analytic deformation of the original one-matrix model potential V (M ). Keep also in mind that because of our choice of signs in (2.6), operators which are even (odd) under Φ L ↔ Φ R correspond to even (odd) powers of the original field M .
The action (2.7) admits a good perturbative expansion. Feymann diagrams are easy to picture. Since the ghosts appear only quadratically, their propagators form self-avoiding closed loops in the Feymann diagram. There are no vertices mixing directly Φ L and Φ R , which interact only through the coupling with the ghosts. The ghosts are N L × N R matrices so in the usual double-line notation each ghost loop has two sides, on one side only Φ L legs are inserted, on the other only Φ R . Hence any Feymann graph will consist of patches of two different "colors", L or R, separated by the ghost loops (see Figure 1) . The dual diagrams are random surfaces with the extra degrees of freedom of a gas of self-avoiding loops. There is a constraint on configurations, as there has to be an assignation of L or R color to each region bounded by a loop, with different colors on the two sides of each loop. In the evaluation of the diagram, each self-avoiding loop carries a weight of −2 (the minus sign because of odd-Grassmanality, and the factor of two because there are two copies i = 1, 2 of the C i , Figure 1 : A Feymann diagram for the two-color O(−2) matrix model (2.7).
Loop gas models on random surfaces are well studied (e.g. [57, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84] ). In the O(n) model one assigns a weight of n to each self-avoiding loop. Our case is then related to the O(−2) model. However the usual version of the O(−2) model [57] is formulated on a random surface with only "one-color". It is immediate to write the matrix model whose perturbative expansion generates the one-color O(−2) loop gas [57] ,
(Here we have defined M ≡ Φ − a.) We obtain the two-color model (2.7) from (2.10) by 2 It is clear that despite the sign differences in the action, the two flavors of ghosts play a symmetric role. A C2 ghost loop has a relative factor of (−1) V L +V R +P with respect to a C1 ghost loop, where VL and VR are the numbers of L and R vertices in the ghost loop and P the number of ghost propagators. Since P = VR + VL, this factor is one. One could of course redefine variables to have C1 and C2 appear symmetrically in the action, but our choice is more natural in relation to the one-color model.
The two-color model can be thought of as a Z 2 orbifold of the one-color model. The orbifold operation introduces a twisted sector of operators odd under Φ L ↔ Φ R . At genus zero the untwisted sector (operators even under Φ L ↔ Φ R ) is isomorphic to the one-color model, since "coloring" is trivial on the sphere. At higher genus the two theories differ also in the untwisted sector, since the two-color model has an additional constraint on configurations: the number of ghost loops linked to each non-trivial homology cycle of the surface must be even.
Twist lines and RNS
A familiar way to implement an orbifold is to relax the constraint and introduce "twist lines": On a surface of genus g, we pick 2g independent homology cycles C j , j = 1, . . . , 2g, and write the partition function as an average over the 2 2g sectors labeled by the choices of signs ǫ j = ±1 for each homology cycle. Introducing into the partition function the factor of j ǫ #loops linking C j j implements the Z 2 orbifold. 3 For example, for the genus one vacuum amplitude, we can write 12) where the integers k and l denotes the number of ghost loops homotopic to the a-and b-cycle of the torus, respectively; we also defined the amplitude Z Matrix model operators consisting of even (odd) power of M are even (odd) with respect to the symmetry Φ L ↔ Φ R (see (2.8) ). In the formulation where we drop the color constraint and add twist lines, the appropriate signs for odd operators are accounted for by making them end-points for twist lines. Indeed a twist line between two insertion points will give a minus sign if they lie in patches of different color, a plus if they lie in patches of the same color (see Figure 2 ). In the double-scaling limit of the two-cut matrix model, the even and odd operators correspond respectively to NSNS and RR vertex operators [19] . It is then compelling to identify the 2 2g sectors described above with the 2 2g choices of spin structures in the continuum RNS formulation. For example, the torus amplitude (2.12) can be regarded 
where f L,R is the left or right-moving world-sheet fermion number. Twist lines joining odd operators in the loop gas model clearly correspond to cuts joining spin fields on the RNS worldsheet.
This seems a step forward in understanding how the matrix model is providing a discretization of a superRiemann surface. Clearly this program is not complete, since the two-color matrix model (2.7) is building bosonic random surfaces, with some extra matter degrees of freedom in the form of ghost loops. It would be very interesting to derive (2.7) from a supergeometric formulation that includes explicitly the path integral over the gravitinos. What we have learnt so far is that the minimal Type 0B strings must have (at least perturbatively) a formulation as bosonic strings.
Relation with 0A
With some hindsight, the perturbative equivalence of the 0B theory to a bosonic string is not too surprising. The Z 2 orbifold relating the two-color to the one-color model projects out all odd operators. In the continuum limit, this is the orbifold relating the 0B to the 0A minimal superstrings, which projects out all RR closed string vertex operators. It is known that the string equations for 0A (2, 4k) model 4 are perturbatively equivalent to the string equations for the bosonic (2, 2k − 1) models [58, 19, 29, 45] . Hence we should expect that the (2, 4k) 0B theory is perturbatively equivalent to a Z 2 orbifold of the bosonic (2, 2k − 1) model. This circle of ideas can be completed by showing directly that the complex matrix model for the 0A theory is equivalent to the one-color loop gas. 5 The complex matrix model reads
where M is a complex N × (N + q) matrix. Taking q = 0, we can gauge-fix to M = M † hermitian and positive-definite. By a reasoning analogous to (2.2,2.3), we are led to introduce the ghosts C,C and to reproduce precisely the action (2.10). In deriving the one-color model by this route, the integration in (2.10) is restricted to positive-definite matrices M, 15) where
. This restriction makes no difference to each order in the perturbative expansion, and corresponds to the natural non-perturbative definition of the 0A model. Let us mention for completeness the generalization to q = 0. The gauge-fixing requires the introduction of some extra fermionic variables, the q × N matrixb and the N × q matrix b, leading to
The perturbative equivalence between the (2, 4k) 0A with q = 0 and the (2, 2k − 1) bosonic models [58, 19, 29, 45] can be readily understood by establishing a map between the respective matrix models, as we now review. Diagonalizing M = diag(µ i ) and integrating out the ghosts in (2.15), one has
The change of variables
This is almost the same as the hermitian one-matrix model for the matrix H ≡ M 2 , with the differences that 1)For generic potentials V (M), the action contains square roots of H; 2)The integration runs only over positive eigenvalues of H. However, for our purposes, we are only interested in even polynomial potentials V (M), which are polynomials in H. This is obvious from the point of view of the 0A model, since V ( √ H) = V(H). Following the route from the 0B theory, in going from the two-color to the one-color model we are restricting by definition to the "untwisted" sector of operators even under Φ L ↔ Φ R , which map to even powers of M, TrM 2n = TrH n . Moreover, the difference in the integration region has only effects which are non-perturbative in 1/N , and is thus immaterial to all orders in the genus expansion. Thus the one-color model is (perturbatively) equivalent to the standard one-matrix model. Its multicritical points 6 correspond in the continuum limit to the (2, 2k − 1) Virasoro minimal models coupled to Liouville, as anticipated.
3
Loop gas models for pure supergravity
We now elaborate on the simplest example. The (2, 4) 0B theory (ĉ = 0) is obtained from the two-cut matrix model with a quartic potential
In the large N limit, for µ > 0 one considers a two-cut ansatz for the eigenvalues. The critical point is reached when the two cuts meet at the origin with a zero of the resolvant R(z). In our normalizations, this happens for gN → In the loop gas model (either in the two-color or one-color version), this critical point corresponds to the so-called "dilute phase". The loop degrees of freedom are becoming massless as we approach the critical point (the effective mass for the ghosts is the distance of the eigenvalue cut from the origin), so that the number of vertices occupied by the ghosts is diverging. Simultaneously the potential V is also becoming critical, which causes the number of unoccupied vertices to also diverge. (By contrast, the dense phase would correspond to the ghost degrees of freedom filling the random surface in the continuum limit.) In fact, this particular choice of quartic potential corresponds to a higher multicritical point, where both cubic and quartic vertices are diverging [79] . Standard formulas for the O(n) model (see e.g. [84] ) give the the central charge of the matter and Liouville continuum CFT,
where b < 1 (b > 1) in the dilute (dense) phase. 7 In our case we have n = −2 in the dilute phase, and the multicritical quartic potential corresponds to b = 1/ √ 2, c M = −2, c L = 28, which are indeed the values expected for the minimal (1, 2) bosonic string theory. 8 Notice that we are landing on theory with b = 1/ √ 2 rather than b = √ 2, so we are accurately referring to this theory as the (p, q) = (1, 2) model (as opposed to (2, 1)), in conventions where b 2 = p/q. This subtlety is immaterial for the closed string sector, which is our focus in this section, but plays a role for D-branes, as we shall see in section 5.
Following (2.17,2.18), the one-color loop gas model with quartic potential V (M) can be mapped to a one-matrix integral with a gaussian potential,
In this model, the large N eigenvalue density is the usual Wigner distribution, supported in the interval [
4 , the left boundary of the cut reaches the origin (which is also the boundary of the integration region in (3.2)). The double-scaling limit is again obtained by zooming in around the origin. The double-scaling limit of the gaussian model is well-known to yield the (2, 1) minimal bosonic string [2, 63] , which is equivalent to topological gravity [85, 86, 87, 88] , see [44] for a recent simple derivation. 9 Our model is not quite the usual gaussian model in that we have a restriction of the integration region to positive H eigenvalues. We can think of having an infinite potential wall at H = 0 that prevents eigenvalues to explore the region with H < 0. In the doubled-scaled variables, the wall is a finite distance away in units of µ and its effects are non-perturbative in g s .
The supersymmetric matrix model
The case of quartic potential V is especially interesting since we can view the one-color model (2.10) as a matrix model with Parisi-Sourlas supersymmetry. Introducing the matrix superfield
we can rewrite action S 1 in superspace [60, 61] ,
We are using conventions where the boundary cosmological constant operator is e bφ . The bulk cosmological constant operator is always e 2b − φ where b− is the smaller of b and 1/b. Bulk operators must always obey the Seiberg bound, boundary operators need not. 8 In principle n = −2 can be obtained by b 2 = 1/(2m) for any integer m, but as shown in [79] the case of multicritical quartic potential corresponds to b = 1/ √ 2. 9 The gaussian model is accurately labeled as (2, 1) (as opposed to (1, 2) ). More in section (5.1) on the distinction between (1, 2) and (2, 1).
In fact, this supersymmetric model is equivalent to the gaussian model (3.2) for any choice of superpotential W(Φ), by the "Nicolai map" H = W ′ (Φ) + a 2 [61] . This formulation has also an immediate interpretation as a theory of matrix fields living in minus two dimensions [59, 60, 61] . The perturbative expansion in superspace realizes the discretization of a Riemann surface embedded in minus two dimensions, which of course agrees with the value c M = −2 of the continuum string theory. The Feynman diagrams in superspace have a dθ j dθ j integral at vertex j and a propagator 1/a 2 − (θ j − θ k )(θ j −θ k )/a. The propagators can be collected in an exponential like e
This is the discretization of the continuum CFT of two free Grassmann odd scalars, with action 1 4π
where α = ±. The superspace coordinates correspond to the zero modes of the Θ α fields,
. We refer to the appendix for more details on this CFT, which plays an important role in the following.
We can now describe the continuum version of the Z 2 orbifold that leads from the onecolor to the two-color loop gas model. The effect of a twist line in the discretized theory is to flip the sign of the ghost propagators that cross it. This corresponds in the continuum to flipping the sign of the Θ α across the twist line, that is, to performing the orbifold Θ α → −Θ α . We conclude that (2, 4) minimal fermionic string is equivalent to a bosonic non-critical string defined by coupling to Liouville the matter CFT with c M = −2 obtained by the Z 2 orbifold of the Θ α system.
Open string field theory
Finally we are in the position to point out a transparent open string field theory interpretation of the one-and two-color matrix models, in the same spirit as the proposal of [15, 16, 21] for the c = 1 matrix model. Starting with the one-color model, we can regard (3.4) as the effective open string field theory on infinitely many localized D-branes of the (1, 2) minimal bosonic string. We consider D-branes which have ZZ boundary conditions in the Liouville direction and Neumann boundary conditions for the Θ α CFT. Since the coordinates θ,θ that represents the positions of the D-brane are fermionic, we get the supermatrix model (3.4). Incidentally, it is amusing to recover the matrix action as the action of Witten's cubic OSFT [89] (on N ZZ branes with Neumann boundary conditions for the Θ α ), gauged-fixed to Siegel gauge and truncated to the lowest modes. Expanding the open string field as
one can evaluate the Witten action with the usual CFT rules [90] . The kinetic term Ψ, c 0 L 0 Ψ gives precisely the quadratic terms in (3.4), with the ∂ θ ∂θ derivatives arising from the zero mode terms of L 0 ; while the interaction term Ψ, Ψ, Ψ gives the cubic term of the superpotential.
The Z 2 projection (2.11) leading to the two-color model (2.7) can now be recognized as the usual rule [91] to perform a Z 2 orbifold on the D-brane worldvolume,
The continuum bosonic formulation
The previous arguments show that we can view the (2, 4k) minimal superstrings as bosonic strings, to each order in perturbation theory. The 0A theories map to the bosonic (2, 2k − 1) strings [19, 58, 29, 45] , while the 0B theories to a Z 2 orbifold of these models. We now analyze this correspondence in the continuum worldsheet formulation.
The operator spectrum
The first task is to establish a map between the physical vertex operators of the superstring and the physical vertex operators of the bosonic formulation. We shall see that the bosonic CFTs are not the usual (2, 2k − 1) minimal models (at least not for the 0B cases), but extensions with an infinite number of Virasoro primaries. A complete understanding will require the specification of the precise operator content and the construction of modular invariant partition functions. Here we consider the simpler problem of listing the Virasoro representations that appear in these CFTs. Our discussion partly overlaps with [19, 29] . In this subsection we assume k > 1 and come back to the special case k = 1 below.
The primary operators of the (p, q) = (2, 4k) superminimal models are labeled in the usual Kac table notation as (r, s) = (1, s), with 1 ≤ s ≤ 2k. Operators with odd s are in NSNS sector, while operators with even s are in the RR sector. The operator (1, 2k) is the RR ground state, while (1, 1) is of course the identity. In the 0A theory with µ > 0, only NSNS operators survive the GSO projection, while in the 0B theory with µ > 0 all operators are kept. To construct the physical tachyon vertex operators T rs one needs to gravitationally dress the superconformal primaries with a Liouville factor 10 e βrsφ , with the exponent obeying 10 Here we are using the same conventions as [32] . The background charge is given by Q = b + 1/b, b = p/q and the Seiberg bound is at Q/2, for both the fermionic and models. The central charge of the Liouville sector isĉL = 1 + 2Q 2 for superLiouville and cL = 1 + 6Q 2 for bosonic Liouville.
the Seiberg bound β rs ≤ Q/2. It is convenient to quote the rescaled dressings γ rs = β rs /Q (the rescaling is such that the Seiberg bound is at 1/2). For the (2, 4k) models,
In the bosonic (2, 2k − 1) minimal models, operators are labeled as (r,s) = (1,s) with 1 ≤s ≤ k −
We shall shortly need the more general formulã
The matching between the bosonic and fermionic theories is now straightforward using KPZ scaling. KPZ scaling [92, 93] tells us that the partition function F g ({t n }) at genus g, as a function of the sources {t n } for the local operators of the theory, is a homogeneous function of degree Q(1 − g), where each t n is assigned the weight γ n equal to its rescaled Liouville (or superLiouville) dressing. Comparison of (4.1) and (4.2) leads to s = 2s + 1, i.e. to the identification
As expected, the bosonic vertex operators map to NSNS vertex operators in the superstring. Notice that the operator T 11 , which corresponds to the cosmological constant deformation of superLiouville theory, is absent in the minimal bosonic theory. It maps in the bosonic theory to (1,s = 0), which is just outside the minimal Kac table. This is not surprising, since this operator is associated with a redundant deformation in the KdV hierarchy -which to each order in perturbation theory governs the 0A theory as well. There are (k − 1) independent deformations in the integrable hierarchy, and k NSNS operators in the superstring; the k-th operator (the one with lowest superLiouville dressing) must be redundant. In the bosonic theory this operator has a Liouville dressing equal to one half the Liouville dressing of the bulk cosmological constant (which hass = 1, of course) and it can be interpreted as a "boundary operator" [94] . In modern language, it corresponds to the boundary cosmological constant operator, which can be inserted on boundaries with FZZT boundary conditions.
For the 0A theory this is the end of the story. For the 0B theory, we need to find the counterpart of the RR operators on the bosonic side. Inspection of (4.1) and (4.3) leads to match the superconformal labels (1, s) for s even with the bosonic labels (r = 2,s) with s = 2(s − k + 1), i.e. to the identification
with k ≤s ≤ 2k − 1. Clearly all of these operators are outside the minimal bosonic Kac table. Closure of the fusion rules will generically require to include all degenerate Virasoro representations (2,s) and (1,s) with no restrictions ons. In the 0B case the enlargement of the Kac table is inevitable, and this suggests it may be natural to treat the 0A case using a non-minimal table as well (see [95] for some relevant discussions). One can check that the bosonic fusion rules are compatible with the expected Z 2 symmetry, with the operators (r,s) being even forr = 1 and odd forr = 2. It would be interesting to construct modular invariant partition functions for these non-minimal conformal field theories. 11
The case of the bosonic (2, 1) model (more accurately (1, 2) ), for which c M = −2, requires a separate treatment. This theory has been extensively studied [66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73] as the simplest example of a logarithmic CFT. There is a free field representation of the model in terms of a pair of Grassmann odd scalars Θ + (z,z) and Θ − (z,z). Modular invariant partition functions have been constructed, for various choices of operator content corresponding to various orbifolds of the Θ α fields. Although these partition functions contain an infinite number of Virasoro primaries, they are rational with respect to a W -algebra. It is conceivable that a similar story could be worked out for the other (2, 2k − 1) models. In the appendix we collect some useful formulas pertaining to the Θ α system.
The bosonic theory corresponding perturbatively to the (2, 4) 0A model can be defined taking as matter CFT simply the free Θ α system with periodic boundary conditions. The natural tachyon vertex operators are [34] O n = e 3−n √ 2
Here φ is the Liouville field and c,c the usual reparametrization ghosts of the bosonic string, and P n are matter primaries of dimension (n 2 − 1)/8 built acting on the vacuum with Θ α oscillator. In the notation of the previous section, these primaries correspond to the (1,s) Virasoro representations, withs = (1 − n)/2. The primary P n=1 is just the identity, its Kac label being (1, 0) ≡ (1, 1) by the usual reflection property (r,s) ≡ (p −r, q −s). O 1 is thus the bulk cosmological constant operator, and it maps to the only tachyon operator of the 0A (2, 4) model, namely the cosmological constant operator of the superLiouville theory (s = 1 in the notations of the previous section). In this case the cosmological constant deformations of the fermionic and bosonic string theories are in correspondence with each other: the "conformal" background of the bosonic (1, 2) model maps to "superconformal" background of the (2, 4) model. This is not the case for the models with k > 1.
11 There is some work on non-minimal c = 0 theories, which are related to percolation [96] and the SU (2)
WZW model at level zero [97] .
For n > 1, the operators (4.6) are interpreted as "gravitational descendants" in the topological gravity language. From the viewpoint of the bosonic string theory, they are standard elements of the cohomology at ghost number (1, 1). Gravitational descendants are often represented as elements of the cohomology at non-standard ghost numbers [98] , in fact this is necessarily the case if the matter CFT is truly minimal. In our case, the matter CFT has infinitely many primaries and we gain the ability to represent gravitational descendants as standard vertex operators of ghost number (1, 1) , which is perhaps a more convenient picture for actual calculations. This phenomenon is not new and has been discussed in the topological string theory literature in related contexts, see for example [99, 100, 101] .
The theory corresponding to the (2, 4) 0B model is obtained by the Z 2 orbifold Θ α → −Θ α . The orbifold introduces a twisted sector built with Θ α oscillators acting on a vacuum of dimension −1/8. We refer to the appendix for the expression of the torus partition function. The twisted sector can be decomposed in irreducible Virasoro representations of dimensions (n 2 − 1)/8, where now n is even. All these Virasoro representations are also degenerate and correspond to the (0,s) elements of the Kac table, withs = −n/2. Tachyon vertex operators are obtained by dressing with the same Liouville exponential as in (4.6), with n even. The tachyon with n = 0 maps to the RR ground state of the (2, 4) model. Tachyons with n > 0 are again interpreted as gravitational descendants.
The torus path-integral
As a check of our proposal, we can evaluate the torus partition function in the continuum bosonic formulation of the (2, 4) model and compare it with the matrix model result. The partition function in the continuum fermionic formulation of the (2, 4k) models has not yet been fully computed, because the odd spin structures are somewhat subtle. The results for the even spin structures are available [102] , and they match with the matrix model results [19] . For the 0A theory with µ > 0, the spectrum has only NSNS operators, the torus partition function coincides with that of the bosonic (2, 2k − 1) theory, and we do not have anything new to add to the discussion in [19] . For the (2, 4) 0B theory with µ > 0 we should be able to compute the full torus partition function using our identification with the Z 2 orbifold of the (1, 2) model. The expected matrix model result is (for general k and µ > 0)
where t is the coupling of the operator of lowest dimension in the theory.
This calculation is straightforward using the results of [102] . These authors computed the string theory torus path integral in the continuum formulation; in the case that the matter CFT is a boson at radius R they found
As reviewed in the appendix, the Z 2 orbifold of the Θ α system has a partition function identical to a compact boson of radius R = √ 2α ′ . Thus the calculation of the torus path integral is almost identical to the one that leads to (4.8) with R = √ 2α ′ . The only difference is in the integral over the Liouville zero mode, which contributes the factor of − log t/β, where β is the Liouville dressing of the most relevant matter operator. The torus path integral Z Z 2 of the Z 2 orbifold of the (1, 2) model can then be deduced from (4.8) if we account for the different values of β. The most relevant operator of the (1, 2) theory is the cosmological constant, which in our normalizations has β c=−2 = √ 2; the most relevant operator for c = 1 is again the cosmological constant, which has β c=1 = 2. Hence
This agrees with the matrix model result (4.7) 12 for Z 0B 2,4 .
D-branes
A very interesting comparison involves the realization of open string boundary conditions in the loop gas model (and its continuum limit) versus the continuum fermionic formalism. The spectrum of FZZT branes in the continuum fermionic formulation 0A and 0B theories has been determined in [32] . Let us recall their results. In the (2, 4) 0B theory with µ > 0, there are three relevant FZZT boundary states [10, 11, 14] , labeled as [32] 13
Here x is the boundary cosmological constant, which takes values in the auxiliary Riemann surfaces M η=± 2,4 introduced in [32] . The label η = ±1 distinguishes the linear combination of left and right moving supercharges annihilating the boundary state ("electric" versus "magnetic" branes) while ξ = ±1 distinguishes a brane from its anti-brane. The |x; η = +1 12 Curiously, the matrix model result (4.7) equals for all k (up to an overall factor of 1/4) the continuum calculation of [102] for the minimal bosonic strings with modular invariant partition functions of type Ap−1D 1+q/2 , with the formal substitution p = 2, q = 2k − 1. This suggests a connection between the Z2 orbifold relating 0A and 0B and the Z2 orbifold relating the AA and AD bosonic theories, although the connection is not straightforward because here we are dealing with non-minimal CFTs. 13 We are omitting the dependence on the label ζ ≡ sign(µ) of [32] since we restrict our analysis to µ > 0, so that ζ ≡ 1,η ≡ ζη = η.
brane does not couple to the RR ground state and it is thus identical to its own anti-brane. 14 Moreover, computations of one-point functions indicate that in BRST cohomology one can identify |x; η = −1; ξ = | − x; η = −1; = ξ , and parametrize the independent η = −1 branes just by their value of x, forgetting the label ξ. Finally from the annulus amplitude, one finds that the open strings between branes with the same η are in the NS sector, while open strings between branes with opposite η are in the Ramond sector. Results for the higher (2, 4k) 0B models with µ > 0 are similar. A priori the boundary states would acquire labels corresponding to the matter primaries, however it is believed [32] (in analogy with the bosonic string) that in the BRST cohomology such labels are redundant and one can still parametrize the inequivalent boundary states by η = ±1, ξ = ±1 and x taking value in the appropriate Riemann surface M η=± (2,4k) . On the other hand, in the (2, 4) 0A theory with µ > 0, the relevant boundary states are
In the 0A theory with µ > 0 the RR ground state does not give rise to a local vertex operator [19] , but it corresponds to the zero mode of the RR field, under which the η = +1 brane is charged; changing the sign of ξ reverses the charge of the brane.
The η = −1 brane
For both 0A and 0B, the FZZT branes with η = −1 have been identified [19, 32] with the standard macroscopic loop operators of the corresponding matrix model.
0A
Let us consider the 0A case first. The loop operator is 15
where the arrow indicates the gauge-fixing procedure of section 2.3. In terms of the matrix H, this is the standard resolvant of the one-matrix model; perturbatively, results for the resolvant expectation values in (2, 4k) 0A coincide with those in (2, 2k − 1) bosonic. However it would be wrong to attempt to match the auxiliary Riemann surfaces computed in [32] between bosonic and fermionic models. This is because the results of [32] are valid for conformal 14 However for the (2, 4k) 0B models with k > 1, the η = +1 brane does couple to RR fields and thus the distinction ξ = ±1 is relevant. 15 As usual, the operator creating a brane is actually the exponential of the macroscopic loop operator W (x).
Also, by a slight abuse of notation we are using the same letter x in the matrix model operator W (x) and in the continuum boundary state |x; η = −1 , while the two are of course related by the standard renormalization. It is clear that in our formulation in terms of the one-color loop gas, W η=−1 A (x) cuts a macroscopic hole which cannot intersect any of the self-avoiding ghost loops, since the matrices C i do not appear in W η=−1 A (see Figure 3) . Let us now focus on the k = 1 case. In the supersymmetric formalism of section 3.1, we can write
In the continuum limit, this operator cuts a hole in the worldsheet with Dirichlet boundary conditions Θ α = 0 for the c M = −2 CFT. Notice however that in the supersymmetric model, the more natural expression for the resolvant is
In the double-scaling limit, W (1,2) and W B . FZZT branes with Dirichlet boundary conditions for Θ α in the (1, 2) have been considered in [34] , where is is shown that the full cubic OSFT on them localizes to the Kontsevich model. The authors of [44] reproduced this result starting with the resolvant (5.3) for the gaussian matrix model in terms of the matrix H, and performing the double-scaling limit; they observed that in their procedure one lands to the (2, 1) model with b = √ 2, a fact that we have just explained from the relation between the gaussian and loop-gas matrix models. 16 More generally the full superfield loop operator,
gives in the continuum limit the FZZT brane tensored with the Dirichlet boundary state |Dir(ρ α ) for the Θ α system (see (A.13) in the appendix).
0B
Let us now consider the η = −1 brane for the 0B model. This is naturally identified with the macroscopic loop operator of the two-cut matrix model,
Again in the two-color loop gas model the ghost loops do not intersect the boundary ( Figure  3 ). It is also clear from (5.7) that the expansion of W η=−1 B (x B ) contains both even and odd operators under Φ L ↔ Φ R , which in the continuum limit are identified as NSNS and RR operators. This is just as expected for the η = −1 branes, which couple both to NSNS and RR closed operators (see (5.1)). We can be more precise. In the expansion of W η=−1 B (x B ), 16 The correspondence between the gaussian matrix model and the (2, 1) string theory can also be deduced using the general loop gas formula (3.1). Besides the dilute phase realization with n = −2 and b = 1/ √ 2, there is a dense phase realization of cM = −2, with n = 0 and b = √ 2. Since n = 0, we have just the one-matrix model, and since we are in the dense phase, the potential is not at a critical point -and we may as well take it to be gaussian without changing universality class.
we weight a boundary of length l differently according to its color, either with a factor proportional to 1/(a + x) l for the color L or with a factor proportional to 1/(a − x) l for the color R. To express this fact in the formalism of the unconstrained loop gas with twist lines, we must extend to sum to new sectors, allowing for twist lines that end on a boundary. The weight for a boundary of length l must be taken
where ǫ = +1 in the sector where no twist line ends on the boundary and ǫ = −1 if it does. This fits perfectly with the continuum RNS formulation, where the η = −1 branes have both an RR and an NSNS term in their boundary state and thus one must sum over the different sectors in the closed channel. If we remove the distinction between L and R (that is, project out the odd operators),
The relation x A = x 2 B is as expected [19, 32] . We can now analyze the 0B η = −1 brane in the continuum bosonic formulation. The boundary state is obtained by taking the Z 2 orbifold of the FZZT brane with Dirichlet boundary conditions Θ α = 0. The orbifold operation yields two fractional branes with opposite coupling to the twisted sector, which we identify with the |η = −1, ξ = ±1 B branes. This clearly agrees with the discretized expression (5.7), which cuts holes in the worldsheet with Dirichlet b.c. for the Θ α , and on which twist lines can end.
The η = +1 brane
The brane with η = +1 has so far been more puzzling, since it does not appear to correspond to standard macroscopic loop operators in the one-or two-matrix models [19, 32] . In our formalism (focussing on the (2, 4) case) there is a natural guess for what this brane should correspond to, namely the other natural choice of boundary conditions in the Θ α system: Neumann boundary conditions. The most compelling piece of evidence for this proposal comes from consideration of the open string spectrum between Neumann and Dirichlet branes for the Θ α system, which lies in the twisted sector (see (A.16)) -and hence has "half-integer" Liouville dressing (i.e. n even in the notations of section 4.2). This agrees with the fact that the open strings between η = −1 and η = +1 branes are in the Ramond sector. Since the identification of the η = −1 brane with Dirichlet b.c. for Θ α is beyond any doubt, we seem to be forced to identify the η = +1 brane with Neumann b.c. for Θ α in order to reproduce the correct open string spectrum.
In the matrix model, we can find an expression for the Neumann macroscopic loop operator by appealing to the string theory intuition. We regard the matrix model as the open string field theory on Neumann ZZ branes as in [15, 16] . To a Neumann FZZT brane we add the open strings stretched between the Neumann FZZT brane and the N Neumann ZZ branes. Such open strings are expected to be fermionic [44] , and since we have Θ α Neumann b.c. on both branes, they will depend on the Θ α zero modes. Thus we need to introduce a Grassmann odd open string field π(θ,θ) in the fundamental of U (N ). In the supersymmetric formulation we think of it as a new superfield. We are led to the matrix model
where w is a mass parameter. In the Feynman diagram expansion, the new field introduces boundaries which are free to fluctuate in the Θ α directions. In the loop gas picture, now there will be ghost lines attaching to the boundary. The π superfield can be integrated out,
One can imagine to further integrate out F , C andC. This would lead to a complicated expression involving a sum of multitrace combinations of the lowest-component matrix Φ. We leave a detailed study of this new resolvant and of its double-scaling limit for future work.
It would be nice to understand in the framework of the continuum bosonic formulation why Neumann brane for Θ α should be a source of RR charge in the 0A model, but not in the 0B model (see (5.1, 5.2) ). At present we have no crisp answer. RR charge is related to the very subtle RR ground state, which both in the supersymmetric and in the bosonic formulations precisely saturates the Seiberg bound. A logical possibility is that while minimal superstrings are perturbatively equivalent to bosonic strings in the closed string sector, this equivalence breaks down for D-branes, which are non-perturbative objects. This is a valid objection for ZZ branes. 17 In the matrix model ZZ branes are related to stationary points of the effective eigenvalue potential, and the non-perturbative restriction on the range of eigenvalue integration will affect their spectrum. However, we expect that FZZT branes should have a good description in the bosonic formulation. Intuitively this is because FZZT branes can be continuously connected to the closed string vacuum by sending the boundary cosmological constant to infinity, and in that limit they admit an expansion in closed string operators. We hope that a better understanding of the matrix model (5.11) and of its continuum limit will clarify this issue.
Comparison with previous work
We would like to make contact with previous discussions of boundary conditions for loop gas models [82, 83, 84] . Loop gas models can be formulated as "height" models (see [84] for a recent discussion), where configurations are specified by assigning a height variable to each vertex of a triangulated random surface (the heights of two neighboring vertices differing at most by one unit). The self-avoiding loops are the domain walls separating regions of the surface of different heights. The height model of [84] is rich enough to describe the (dicretized version of) non-minimal matter of central charge c M ≤ 1 plus Liouville CFT of central charge c L = 26 − c M . In the continuum limit, the height variable of [84] goes over an anomalous free boson X which provides a Coulomb gas representation of the matter CFT. In the height model, the natural boundary conditions are "Dirichlet" (fixed height at the boundary) and "Neumann" (free sum over different heights at the boundary). "Dirichlet" boundary conditions are equivalent to not allowing the self-avoiding loops to touch the boundary. In the continuum limit, they correspond to Dirichlet boundary conditions for the matter field X, and FZZT boundary conditions for the Liouville BCFT. The "Neumann" boundary conditions of [82, 83, 84 ] correspond instead to summing over all possible configurations, with self-avoiding loops allowed to end on the boundary. In the continuum limit, these boundary conditions go over Neumann boundary conditions for the Coulomb gas field X, and dual FZZT boundary conditions for the Liouville [84] . Dual FZZT boundary conditions mean that the dual deformation e φ/b is turned on the worldsheet boundary as opposed to e bφ . 18 In fact, we know from the FZZT boundary CFT [10] that both the e bφ and e φ/b deformations are actually turned on in the exact solution, so in the Liouville sector the distinction between ordinary and dual FZZT b.c. is immaterial (up to relabeling parameters); however in the matter sector, the distinction between "Neumann" and "Dirichlet" b.c. for X is significant.
The boundary conditions that we have identified with the η = −1 FZZT brane, namely Dirichlet boundary conditions for Θ α , are clearly the same as the "Dirichlet" boundary conditions of [84] . However it is not at all obvious that Neumann boundary conditions for the Θ α system (and their discretized version (5.11)) are the same as the "Neumann" boundary conditions of [84] . The continuum limit of the height model of [84] (specializing their formulas to n = −2 in the dilute phase) gives a free anomalous boson X with c M = −2 coupled to Liouville. Clearly "Neumann" boundary conditions for X have nothing to do with Neumann boundary conditions for Θ α . However this comparison with the formulas of [84] is naive, because their model is different from ours in some crucial ways, even in the one-color case. The supersymmetric matrix model corresponds to a O(−2) loop gas model 18 Recall that our conventions are such that b 2 = p/q (so b can be either smaller or bigger than one according to the model), the boundary cosmological constant operator is always e bφ and the dual boundary cosmological constant operator e φ/b . In [84] different conventions are used, with b < 1 by definition.
with multicritical quartic potential [79] ; whereas the model of [84] is based on a triangulation of the surface. Another (probably related) point is that the Θ α CFT does not need screening charges, whereas the X CFT does. It will be very interesting to extend the formalism of [84] to our case. It is conceivable that a suitable modification of the loop equation approach of [82, 84] to "Neumann" boundary conditions may turn out to be equivalent to (5.11), and provide a way to do concrete calculations.
Outlook
We have seen that the matrix models of minimal superstrings have a very natural formulation as loop gas models on random surfaces. This language has many virtues.
First, it clarifies the Z 2 orbifold relation between the 0A and 0B matrix models, which amounts to going from an ordinary random surface to a bicolored random surface. Second, it gives in the continuum limit a formulation of minimal superstrings as bosonic string theories, to each order in the perturbative expansion. The main news here are for the 0B cases, since the 0A cases have no local RR operators in the closed string spectrum and have been known to be perturbatively equivalent to minimal bosonic theories [19, 58, 29, 45] . In the 0B examples, RR operators are in the twisted sector of the Z 2 orbifold and we have seen very explicitly how the loop gas model implements the sum over spin structures; in the simplest case ofĉ = 0 this is the sum over spin structures of the Θ α system. One of the most intriguing directions for future work is to see if one can recover the loop gas model from a direct discretization of the RNS worldsheet. The Θ α fields seem vaguely reminiscent of gravitinos, in that RR operators make them multi-valued -but they have, of course, the wrong spin.
Finally, and this may turn out to be the most practical aspect of our work, loop gas models appear to give a more transparent description of open string boundary conditions. We find it very plausible that the η = +1 branes, which are mysterious in other formulations, correspond to Neumann boundary conditions for the Θ α system. Further work is needed to completely settle this issue. A promising direction is a detailed study the new macroscopic loop operator that we have proposed in section 5.2.
Several extensions of the results of this paper can be contemplated. More general (p, q) minimal superstrings should be described by two-matrix models, and their gauge-fixing should lead to loop gas models. It would also be nice to see if a similar gauge-fixing procedure as described in this paper can give some insight intoĉ = 1 string theory. Some progress in connecting theĉ = 1 Type 0A theory with the RNS formulation has been made in the interesting paper [38] , and it would be nice to understand the relation between their approach and ours.
The theme that underlies the whole subject is open/closed duality. The doubled scaled matrix models dual to non-critical strings are interpreted as the effective open string field theories on a large number of decayed ZZ branes. In this paper we have seen a new sharp application of this idea. The one-and two-color loop gas models are recognized as the effective worldvolume theories on the appropriate ZZ branes; it is satisfying to see that the Z 2 orbifold relating them is the usual string theory [91] . The other class of Liouville branes, namely the FZZT branes, offer an alternative route to open/closed duality [34] , which we have not explored in this paper. The OSFT on the FZZT branes of (1, 2) minimal bosonic string localizes to the Kontsevich matrix model [34, 44] . The speculation of [34] is that "topological" matrix modelsà la Kontsevich are generically related to FZZT branes. In the context of minimal superstrings this raises many natural questions. We expect that the study of FZZT branes in minimal superstrings will lead to interesting generalizations of topological matrix models.
As usual with solvable models, the most important question is which features of the exact solution generalize to more physical situations. Open/closed duality is certainly one such feature. Other lessons specific to minimal superstrings should be sought in the study of exact RR backgrounds. In the critical RNS string, there are two related difficulties with RR backgrounds: they introduce cuts on the worldsheets and thus cannot be exponentiated in any obvious fashion; they break superconformal symmetry and thus the very rules for string theory computations are unclear. In this paper we have seen that for minimal superstrings the second difficulty can be circumvented by going to an equivalent bosonic formulation. This simplification may well be an artifact of the simplicity of these models. However, the first problem is still very much with us in the continuum bosonic formulation. Remarkably, the matrix model manages to produce an exact answer. A paradigmatic example is the Ising model with external magnetic field. Either as a continuum CFT, or as a spin system on a regular lattice, this is a notoriously difficult problem. The model becomes vastly simpler once formulated on a random lattice [103] ; it can be easily mapped to a two-matrix model with asymmetric potential, and solved exactly. Summing over triangulations before summing over the spin degrees of freedom is the winning strategy. We can only speculate about the implications for critical superstrings. Perhaps the message here is that in trying to formulate RR backgrounds on a fixed Riemann surface, we are addressing a more difficult problem than we really need to solve.
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A Appendix: The Θ α CFT
In this appendix we review some basic facts about the "sympletic fermions" CFT [66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73] and elaborate on its connections with minimal superstrings.
A.1 Bulk theory
Θ + (z,z) and Θ − (z,z) are non-chiral, Grassmann odd fields of dimension zero, governed by the free action 1 4π
Here α, β = ±, ǫ ±∓ = ±1, ǫ αβ ǫ βγ = δ γ α . Hermitian conjugation acts as (Θ + ) † = Θ − . This CFT differs from the more familiar ηξ system in the treatment of the zero modes. One can identify ξ(z) +ξ(z) = Θ + (z,z), η(z) = ∂Θ − (z,z) andη(z) =∂Θ − (z,z), but there is a mismatch in the zero mode sector. While the ηξ system has two chiral zero modes (one for the chiral field ξ and one for the antichiral fieldξ), the Θ α system has two non-chiral zero modes, one for Θ + and one for Θ − .
Let us first consider the "untwisted" theory, with periodic fields Θ α (z,z) = Θ α (e 2πi z, e −2πiz ). The mode expansion reads
The modes obey the obvious canonical anticommutation relations
Notice that in correspondence with the two non-chiral zero modes θ α 0 , there are two canonically conjugate non-chiral momenta χ α 0 , i.e. one has the identification χ α 0 ≡χ α 0 , which is required by locality. The Fock space is obtained by acting with the creation operators χ α −n andχ α −n (n > 0), on the space of ground states, which is spanned by
Here |Ω denotes the SL(2, C) vacuum. This system provides the simplest realization of a logarithmic CFT. The states |Ω and |ω form a logaritmic pair, spanning a two dimensional Jordan block for L 0 ,
Let us also record the inner products
Here κ is an arbitrary normalization constant, corresponding to the freedom to redefine |ω → |ω + α|Ω . If we stick to the definition in (A.4), then κ = 0.
The path-integral is zero unless one saturates the fermionic zero modes. The simplest non-zero correlators involve a single insertion of the logarithmic identity ω,
where F k (w k ,w k ) is an arbitrary local operator containing no zero modes. Such a correlator does not depend on the position of the ω insertion, since taking a derivative with respect to z gives a correlator that has unbalanced zero modes and is thus zero. On the sphere, a correlator with a single ω insertion factors into a holomorphic rational function of the coordinates w i times a antiholomorphic rational function ofw i . Correlators involving more than one ω insertion contain logarithmic terms log |w i − w j |, but they will not be important for us. Notice that even on higher genus Riemann surfaces one insertion of ω is sufficient to saturate the zero modes. Moreover, on a surface of arbitrary genus, the path integral in the non-zero mode sector will vanish unless the number of α = + insertions equals the number of α = − insertions. This is in contrast with the ηξ system, where on a surface on genus g one needs to saturate one chiral ξ zero mode (the constant mode) and g chiral η zero modes (corresponding to the g holomorphic one-forms); and similarly oneξ and gη antichiral zero modes. The torus partition function with periodic boundary conditions and one insertion of the logarithmic identity reads 8) which is just the inverse of the partition function for two free bosons, and is clearly modular invariant.
For our purposes, the Θ α theory with periodic fields is the matter CFT with c M = −2 that enters in the construction of the (1, 2) bosonic string. As usual, the string theory is defined by coupling the matter CFT with Liouville CFT of c L = 26 − c M = 28 and the bc ghosts of c G = −26. As observed long ago in [87] , the connection with topological gravity is provided by taking the Liouville CFT to have µ = 0 and performing the bosonization 19
where φ is the Liouville field. The bosonic ghosts βγ have central charge 26 and are the superpartners of the fermionic ghosts bc in the topological gravity multiplet of [85] . The bosonization (A.9) does not involve the Θ α zero modes. If we want the path integral over φ and Θ α to reproduce the βγ path integral, we should simply insert a single logarithmic identity ω in every correlator, as in (A.7). Similarly, since the Liouville path integral for µ = 0 is proportional to the (infinite) volume Vol(φ 0 ) of the Liouville zero mode, in making contact with the βγ system we need to divide out by Vol(φ 0 ). 20 With these rules, the simplest non-vanishing correlator is the sphere amplitude of three cosmological constant operators
(with the implicit extra insertion of ω at some arbitrary point on the surface).
This correlator is of course just a constant, in accord with the fact that the topological gravity [86] partition function at genus zero is proportional µ 3 .
The Z 2 orbifold Θ α → −Θ α projects out all odd states and introduces the twisted sector with antiperiodic boundary conditions Θ α (z,z) = −Θ α (e 2πi z, e −2πiz ). There is a unique twisted sector ground state |RR , with dimension (−1/8, −1/8). The full torus partition function of the Z 2 orbifold, obtained by summing over spin structures, can be written as [66] which one recognizes as identical to the partition function of a compact boson at radius R = √ 2α ′ . The Z 2 orbifold theory is identical to the "triplet model" of [69, 70] , which was originally introduced by an algebraic construction involving a triplet of W 3 generators. In the explicit free field representation provided by the symplectic fermions, the W 3 generators are the spin 3 operators ∂ 2 Θ + ∂Θ + , (∂ 2 Θ + ∂Θ − + ∂ 2 Θ − ∂Θ + ) and ∂ 2 Θ − ∂Θ − . The OPE of these operators close with the stress tensor to form an enlarged chiral algebra. The theory is rational with respect to this extended algebra.
A.2 Boundary states
Open string boundary conditions for symplectic fermions have been studied in [71, 72, 73] . Boundary states preserving the W -algebra are either Neumann or Dirichlet, where the plus (minus) signs correspond to Dirichlet (Neumann) boundary conditions. (Here χ α k ,χ α k are half-integer moded.) The consistent boundary states obeying Cardy conditions are specific linear combinations of the states in (A.12) and in (A.14), we refer to [72, 73] for details. (The construction of the boundary states is somewhat more subtle than in the paradigmatic minimal model example, because of the non-trivial Jordan block structure of some of the representations, but can nevertheless be carried out). 
